Power up to three USB devices simultaneously relaxed while driving – with the Car
Charger 7200
Many of us spend more time behind the wheel than in their favorite chair at home. But no matter
how long you are on the road or where you’re going – the Car Charger 7200 ensures that you
always arrive with a full battery.
Whether on the way to work or holiday – with the Car Charger 7200 smartphone, tablet, navi and co can
be easily charged while driving. Simply plug in and unceremoniously the cigarette lighter changes in an
ultra-practical multi-charger. With 7200 mA, enough energy is no problem to charge your devices more
quickly than with conventional car chargers. Up to three tablets simultaneously are ready to go in no time.
Thanks to smart charging technology you are perfectly equipped for all major brands from Apple to
Samsung to HTC. The clever charger detects the device connected and provides an individually maximum
charging speed.
A real power pack in mini format – despite multi-ports and high performance the charger takes little place
and will not hinder you while changing gears. Thanks to sophisticated protection the Car Charger 7200
and all your devices can stay connected for as long as you want.
QUICK FACTS Car Charger 7200 3-Port USB Fast Charger for Cars
7,200 mA to fast charge 3 tablets at once
Smart charging technology to ensure fast charging and high compatibility with all USB devices
Current, voltage and temperature protection to safeguard your phone and the charger
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